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Abstract. The paper presents important probabilistic elements that should be taken into consideration in the analysis of performance
of classical multiprocessor systems. These elements represent the following quantities: modified arrival rate for processor requests and
a few probabilities, which determine the frequency of certain events when a multiprocessor system is working. There are four peculiar
events: service of another job, existence of the queue, a processor request while the given task is waiting into the queue and the return
of another task into the queue while the given task is waiting in the queue. The first three events happen more often when a system consists
of less number of processors, whereas the fourth event happens more often when more processors work in a system. Including (or not)
the probabilities of these events to the analysis of performance of multiprocessor systems exerts its much influence on the precision of
computations. All the mentioned quantities were described in detail. Formulas for these quantities were derived. Examples of applications
of the formulas to the prediction of performance of various multiprocessor systems were presented.
Key words: arbitration circuit, multiprocessor system, performance analysis, queueing model.

1. Introduction
With the passing of time multiprocessor systems have been
developed in many directions. Today, we have various kinds of
multiprocessor system architectures. There are multiprocessor
systems with common memory and with distributed memory.
Both the mentioned types of multiprocessor systems we may
further divide into other types of systems. For instance, we
can divide the multiprocessor systems with common memory into systems with a single bus and with multiple buses.
Additionally, the common memory may be divided into modules etc.
There are many publications in which different methods of
analysis of multiprocessor systems are presented. The subject
of such analysis is often cache memory. The size of this memory exerts its influence on performance of the whole system
[1–4].
In many papers there are methods of performance analysis for multiprocessor systems with multiple buses or crossbar
switches [5, 6].
Various architectures of multiprocessor systems are assessed whether they suit peculiar software applications [7–9].
There are even publications in which performance prediction
methods of very program-loaded multiprocessor systems are
presented. Here, the systems are examined paying special attention to executing as largest number of applications as possible [10].
It would be very useful to have an accurate method
of analysis of multiprocessor system performance and thanks
to this method we could examine also an influence of other valid components of multiprocessor system on its performance. In particular we could predict performance of a mul∗ e-mail:

tiprocessor system depending on the type of an arbitration
circuit. Such a method for classical multiprocessor systems is
presented in this paper. This method includes special probabilistic elements – probabilities of particular cases. These
elements increase its accuracy.

2. A classical multiprocessor system
and its performance
Let us consider a classical microprocessor system as it is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A classical multiprocessor system

There are N processors and only one memory. The memory is common for all the processors in the system. The
processors are connected to the memory through a single
time-sharing bus. In one moment even a few processors can
send their requests to access the memory. Of course, at one
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time only one processor can transfer data through the bus.
Thus, the bus is a bottleneck of the whole system. A special
circuit assigns the bus to one of the requested processors. This
circuit is called arbitration circuit or simply arbiter. It selects
one processor from among the requested ones using an arbitration algorithm (protocol or discipline). Usually, priority
protocols are used in multiprocessor systems.
The most important feature of each multiprocessor system is its performance. A special index is used to determine
the performance of multiprocessor systems [11]. This index
is called speed-up and is defined as a ratio of times
SupN =

T1
,
TN

(1)

where T1 – execution time of a program in the system with
single processor, TN – execution time of the same program
in the system with N processors.
It is assumed that the program can be divided into parallel
components and each of which can be executed independently
of the others.
If a multiprocessor system is the real system i.e. it is already built, we can simply measure the execution times of a
program and to put them in Eq. (1).
As it turns out we can also calculate (predict) these execution times using the queueing theory.

3. The assumed queueing model
and mean waiting times
The first step in our analysis of a multiprocessor system was
acceptance of a suitable queueing model for the system. The
assumed model is shown in Fig. 2.

the processors in the system are the same type and they operate with the same clock frequency (homogeneous system),
then these cycles are always equal and we have constant customer service time in the server.
In the presented queueing model the number of customers
is constant. It is equal to the number of all the possible processor requests. Because each processor can send only one its
request at the same time, the number of customers in the
network is equal to the number of processors in the system.
Here we must say that requests of processors may have various
priorities, therefore we must divide all the customers into different types (classes). Let us denote the number of priorities
by K. If each processor has got its priority that is different from the others, then the number of priorities is equal to
the number of processors in the system, that is K = N .
For easier analysis we may also assume that all the times
of staying of customers in their sources have got exponential
distributions.
According to the Kendall notation [12] we can describe
this queueing network as M/D/1//1.
We also assume that the queueing protocol includes nonpre-emptive disciplines only, i.e. a higher priority task cannot
interrupt a lower priority one when its service has already
begun.
Considering the total waiting time of a type k customer
in the queue (the request of a priority k processor) we may
(k)
notice that this time may be composed of three parts: W1
– time of service completion of the customer which is just
(k)
served, W2 – time of services of the customers which have
already been in the queue and they have got higher priorities
(k)
then the type k customer, W3 – time of services of the customers which have arrived into the queue during the type k
customer is waiting and they have got higher priorities then
the type k customer.
Hence, we can write
(k)

W (k) = W1

(k)

+ W2

(k)

+ W3 .

(2)

Using mean quantities and taking into consideration that there
are K customers in the system
(k)

(k)

(k)

E[W (k) ]K = E[W1 ]K + E[W2 ]K + E[W3 ]K .

(3)

Applying proper procedures [13, 14] it is possible to derive the recursive formula given by Eq. (4). Thanks to it we
can compute mean waiting times of a type k customer in the
queue.
Fig. 2. The assumed queueing model

The presented network consists of multiple servers, one
queue and one additional server. The multiple servers correspond to processors working parallel in the system. Further,
these multiple servers will be called sources. The queue models the arbitration circuit. This circuit controls an access to the
bus when processors want to communicate with the memory.
The additional server corresponds to the common memory.
Here a processor reads or writes data. The processor executes its machine cycles. If we make the assumption that all
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E[W (0) ]K = p1K

B
,
2

E[W (k) ]K = E[W (k−1) ]K
1 − p3K B

k−2
P
j=0

·

(4)

(jk)

pzK λ∗(j) + p2K Bλ∗(k−1)

1 − p3K B

k−1
P
j=0

,
(jk)

pzK λ∗(j)

where K – the number of all customers (we have assumed
that the number of priorities is equal to the number of procesBull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62(4) 2014
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sors, that is K = N ), B – constant customer service time in
the server (it is equal to the processor machine cycle), λ∗(k) –
modified arrival rate of a type k customer (modified intensity
(jk)
of requests of a priority k processor), p1K , p2K , p3K , pzK
– probabilities of certain cases.
Equation (4) has the essential meaning for further computations. However, in this formula there are a few quantities
which are either inconvenient to using or require an additional
description.

4. Modified intensity of processor requests
The arrival rate λ∗(k) given in Eq. (4) is not convenient for
use. It is related to the input of the queue. It would be significantly better if we used the arrival rate related to the source of
a type k customer. These kinds of arrival rates are just closely
depended on program jobs of processors and it is possible to
determine them numerically. Further, for a type k customer
this arrival rate will be called the arrival rate for a type k
customer or for a priority k processor or in other words the
request intensity of processor k. It will be denoted by λ(k)
(without any asterisk).
Let us consider the interarrival time for a type k customer.
This time is equal to the sum of three partial times:

probability that the M /M /1//K service center is empty, i.e.
there are no customers in it. The formula is as follows:
pK (0) =

λ(k)
=
.
(k)
1 + Bλ + λ(k) E[W (k) ]K
If k = 0, then mean waiting time of the highest priority
customer is known and then we can compute λ∗(0) . If we put
this quantity in Eq. (4), then we will obtain E[W (1) ]K . Next
we can compute λ∗(1) , etc.
How we see, quantities λ∗(k) are dependent on K. Therefore these quantities must be computed separately for systems
with various numbers of processors.

5. Probability of another job service
Equation (4) includes a probability which is denoted by p1K .
It is the probability of another job service. In other words, it
is the probability of the case when a customer arrives to the
queue during another customer is still serving. It corresponds
to that situation in which there is at least one another customer
in the service center. Our service center consists of a queue
and a single server. In [13] we can find a formula for the
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62(4) 2014

(6)

In Eq. (6) there is service rate µ. In our case we may replace
this service rate with the constant quantity of service time
according to relation B = 1/µ.
In Eq. (6) there is also arrival rate λ of a single source.
In our queueing model we have multiple sources (multiple
servers). Here we may say that Poisson processes have got a
very important property. If statistically independent Poisson
processes are merged, the merged arrival process is also a
Poisson process whose arrival rate is the sum of the arrival
rates of the individual processes [15]. Therefore we may treat
the arrival rate in Eq. (6) like the mean arrival rates of all
sources in the system.
Of course, our sought after probability is the complement
to one of the probability given by Eq. (6), so we may write
p1K = 1 − pK (0).

(7)

Taking Eqs. (6) and (7) and above-mentioned supplements
into consideration we can finally write the following formula

• staying time of the type k customer in its source (the inverse of the arrival rate for the priority k processor),
• constant service time of this customer in the server,
• mean waiting time of this customer in the queue.
Arrival rate at the input of the queue is the inverse of this
interarrival time. Thus, we may define our modified intensity
as follows:
1
λ∗(k) =
1
+ B + E[W (k) ]K
λ(k)
(5)

1
.
 i
λ
K!
(K − i)!
i=0 µ
K
P

p1K = 1 −

1
K−1
P

[(K − 1)Bλ)]i

i=0

(K − 1)!
(K − 1 − i)!

,

(8)

where
λ=

K−1
1 X (k)
λ .
K

(9)

k=0

Obtained from Eq. (8) numerical results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Values of probability p1K versus the number of processors
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.01
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.09
0.15
0.24
0.33
0.44

P1K
0.1
0.00
0.09
0.32
0.62
0.85
0.96
0.99
1.00

for Bλ
0.2
0.00
0.17
0.53
0.84
0.97
1.00
1.00
1.00

=
0.4
0.00
0.29
0.74
0.96
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.8
0.00
0.44
0.89
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

The values of probability p1K were computed for the systems with various numbers of processors and additionally for
different values of relative intensity of processor requestsBλ.
If K = 1, i.e. when only one processor works in the system, then we obtain p11 = 0. Indeed, this processor never
waits to access memory.
If K > 1, then probability p1K fast increases with K. The
greater values Bλ, the sooner p1K increases.
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6. Probability of existence of the queue
In Eq. (4) there is a probability which is denoted by p2K .
This probability is referred to that situation in which there
are at least two another customers in the service center. One
customer is just serving and potential others are waiting in the
queue. This case is identical to real existence of the queue.
In [13] we can find a formula for the probability that in the
M/M/1//K service center there are n customers. The formula is as follows:
 n
λ
K!
.
(10)
pK (n) = pK (0)
µ
(K − n)!
Similarly, like in the case of Eq. (6) also in the case of Eq. (10)
we may replace service rate µ with the constant quantity of
service time according to relation B = 1/µ. Also similarly,
we may treat arrival rate λ in Eq. (10) like the mean of arrival
rates of all sources in the system. This mean arrival rate is
given by Eq. (9).
This time, our sought after probability is equal to the total
probability reduced by probabilities of those situations when
the service center is empty and there is only one customer in
it. So we may write
p2K = 1 − pK (0) − pK (1)
=1−

1 + (K − 1)2 Bλ
K−1
P
(K − 1)!
[(K − 1)Bλ]i
(K
− 1 − i)!
i=0

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.09
0.17

p2K
0.1
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.27
0.61
0.87
0.97
1.00

for Bλ =
0.2
0.4
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.33
0.55
0.81
0.88
0.97
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.8
0.00
0.00
0.55
0.93
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Equation (4) includes a probability denoted by p3K . It is the
probability of the situation in which while a type k customer
is just waiting, another customer arrives. First we will look at
the situation from the point of view of the type k customer.
This situation can be happened if this customer is waiting
in the queue. This condition was already defined by probability p1K . But the point of view of the second customer is
different. For this customer the necessary condition of this
situation is existence of the queue. This condition is defined
by probability p2K . Of course, probability p2K includes probability p1K so, we may finally write
p3K = p2K .

(12)

8. Probability of a return of the served job while
another request is still waiting in the queue
In Eq. (4) there is one more probability which is denoted by
(jk)
pzK . It is the probability that during waiting a type k customer in the queue another customer of type j, which was earlier in the queue, would return to the queue again still before
the type k customer service. As it turns out this probability
is the sum of two partial probabilities.

(11)

Equation (11) also includes the obviousness that if a customer only just arrives to the service center, then the same
customer cannot already be present in this service center.
Obtained from Eq. (11) numerical results are shown in
Table 2.
Similarly as for the previous probability also the values of
probability p2K were computed for the systems with various
numbers of processors and additionally for different values of
relative intensity of processor requests Bλ.
If K = 1 or K = 2, then we obtain p21 = p22 = 0. Indeed, for so small number of processors any requested processor will never come across another requests that could wait
in the queue.
If K > 2, then probability p2K increases fast with K
although slower then for probability p1K .
Also, the greater values Bλ, the sooner p1K increases.
Table 2
Values of probability p2K versus the number of processors

7. Probability of a processor request while
another one is just waiting in the queue

(jk)

(j)

(jk)′

pzK = pzK + pzK .

(13)

The first element in Eq. (13) is the probability that a type
j customer do not arrive to the service center (a priority j
processor do not send its request). In other words the type
j customer there is in its source. This customer stays in the
source for the period of time whose value is determined by
its arrival rate. Thus, the first element of our sought after
probability is the relation of this time to the interarrival time
of this customer.
1
(j)
(j)
λ
pzK =
1
+ B + E[W (j) ]K
(14)
λ(j)
=

1+

Bλ(j)

1
.
+ λ(j) E[W (j) ]K

The second element in Eq. (13) is the probability that the
type j customer, which was earlier in the queue, return to its
source still before the service of a type k customer. This event
can be happened in the inverse of situation than that determined by the first element. So, in Eq. (16) there is additionally
a complement to 1.
Here we have the following situation. The priority j
processor had sent its request to access the memory and then
the priority k processor sent its request. We assume that priority j is greater than priority k. Thus, in the moment when
the type k customer arrived the type j customer had already
been waiting in the queue. We may assume that this period
of time was equal to half the mean service time of the type
j customer. On account of different priorities the type j customer was served first and it returned to its source. From this
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62(4) 2014
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moment on a probability exists that the type j customer will
arrive to the queue again. Furthermore, if this arrival happens before the service of the type k customer, the type j
customer will serve first again, etc. Of course, this situation
will be the more feasible, if the more customers there are
simultaneously in the queue.
We may write the following expression
1
E[W (k) ]K − (E[W (j) ]K + B)
2
.
E[W (k) ]K

(15)

It is relation of the mean period of time in which existing of
the probability of a next arrival of the type j customer while
the type k customer is still waiting to the mean time waiting
of the type k customer in the queue.
Taking the above consideration and Eq. (15) we can write
equation for the second element in Eq. (13) as follows


1
E[W (k) ]K − (E[W (j) ]K + B)
′

(jk)
(j) 
2
pzK = (1 − pzK )
.
E[W (k) ]K

(16)
In Eq. (16) there is a mean waiting time of the type k
customer. That time is still unknown to us. However, we may
say that for a given system the mean waiting times for lower
priority customers are more and more longer. So, let us write
E[W (k) ]K = E[W (k−1) ]K + ∆.

9. Results of experiments
Two examples of applications of Eq. (4) are presented bellow.
Example 1. Let us consider a classical multiprocessor system that is equipped with the arbitration circuit with fixed
priorities. It means the algorithm which grants all processors
fixed priorities was implemented in this arbitration circuit. All
the processors have got different priorities.
In [16] was presented a procedure for computation of performance of a multiprocessor system with the fixed priority
arbitration circuit. Of course, Eq. (4) is the essential component of this procedure. The obtained numerical results are
shown in Table 1 and in a graphical form in Fig. 3.
Table 3
Computed and measured speed-ups versus number of processors (variable
load and fixed priority arbiter)
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SupK#−
1.00
1.87
2.63
3.35
4.06
4.78
5.47
5.35

SupK#−(m)
1.00
1.87
2.69
3.46
4.19
4.90
5.43
5.23

(17)

In Eq. (17) there is an error that is denoted by ∆. To reduce
this error to a minimum we may assume with an approximation that it is the difference between the mean waiting times
of a type k−1 customer and a type k−2 customer. Taking
this assumption and Eqs. (16) and (17) into consideration we
may write as follows


E[W (j) ]K + B
(jk)′ ∼
(j)
pzK = (1−pzK ) 1−
.
2(2E[W (k−1) ]K −E[W (k−2) ]K )
(18)
Equation (18) is valid if K > 2, 1 < k < K and j < k.
Because of the above approximation we must make yet
another condition as follows
E[W (j) ]K + B < 2(2E[W (k−1) ]K − E[W (k−2) ]K ). (19)
The condition from Eq. (19) must be met because obtained
from Eq. (18) numerical values of probabilities must not be
negative. If the condition from Eq. (19) is not met, we must
(jk)′
make that pzK = 0.
For k = 0, then the mean waiting time in the queue
of the highest priority customer E[W (0) ]K is known. Thanks
(0)
to this we can compute pzK . When we place this value to
Eq. (4), we will compute E[W (1) ]K , thanks to this we can
(1)
compute pzK , etc.
(k)

Probabilities pzK are dependent on K. Therefore these
probabilities must be computed separately for systems with
various numbers of processors.
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62(4) 2014

Fig. 3. Computed and measured speed-ups versus number of processors (variable load and fixed priority arbiter)

The obtained analytic results were verified in the real multiprocessor system [17]. Measurements are additionally denoted by (m).
The computations and measurements were made for variable load of processors in the system. The kind of this load
is denoted by # and described in [18].
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Example 2. Let us consider a classical multiprocessor system
that is equipped with a special arbitration circuit. This arbiter we may called arbitration circuit with cyclically shifted
priorities (further denoted by CP). It means the algorithm in
which all priorities are changed during every service (when
any processor is accessing the memory) was implemented
in this arbitration circuit. At the beginning different priorities must be determined to all processors. When the selected
processor is serving all the other processors in the system decrease their priorities, except the one which had got the lowest
priority. The least important processor becomes the most important one in the system. The exchange of priorities of the
processors during a service is shown graphically in Fig. 4.

All the processors have got different priorities.
In [19] was presented a procedure for computation of performance of a multiprocessor system with the CP arbitration
circuit. Also here, Eq. (4) is the essential component of this
procedure. The obtained numerical results are shown in Table
2 and in a graphical form in Fig. 5.
Table 4
Computed and measured speed-ups versus number of processors (variable
load and CP arbiter)
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SupK#CP
1.00
1.87
2.63
3.29
3.85
4.35
4.80
5.17

SupK#CP (m)
1.00
1.87
2.68
3.43
4.10
4.67
5.09
5.36

Similarly, the obtained analytic results were verified in the
real multiprocessor system [17] and measurements are denoted by (m).
Also, the computations and measurements were made for
variable load of processors working in the system. The kind
of this load is denoted by #.

10. Conclusions
Fig. 4. Exchange of priorities for the CP discipline

Fig. 5. Computed and measured speed-ups versus number of processors (variable load and CP arbiter)
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Equation (4) has the essential meaning for performance computations of classical multiprocessor systems. In order to
increase the accuracy of the analytical results Eq. (4) was
equipped with several additional quantities. These quantities
are exactly described in this paper. Thanks to Eq. (4) we can
analyse multiprocessor systems in various hardware configurations. For instance, we may analyse multiprocessor systems that are equipped with various arbitration circuits. As in
the included examples the arbitration circuits may differ from
their algorithms of request service of processors.
It is very important that it is not necessary to build real
multiprocessor systems with their equipment in all configurations. On the base of presented computations we can say
which of the considered systems achieve higher performance.
In the case of multi-core processors in which two or more
central processing units (cores) work together on the same
chip, we often deal with the phenomenon of fast increasing
the temperature on some of the cores. We ought to take into
consideration this phenomenon in physical structures of such
multiprocessor systems. We should supply proper solutions
to limit this disadvantageous phenomenon. For example, in
one of the solutions we can use proper sensors to monitor
temperature of the cores of a multi-core processor [20].
Here, we must say that this mentioned above aspect of
increasing of temperature is not included in the presented
analysis in this paper.
All the analytically obtained results of performance of
multiprocessor systems were verified in the real multiprocessor system. This real system was equipped with a special
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 62(4) 2014
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measuring circuit. Thanks to this circuit we could measure
execution times of programs in this system. Of course, in the
purpose of verification of the analytical results proper test programs were written so that, we ensured the same conditions
as for the analytical computations.
On the base of the two included examples of application
of Eq. (4) and the other ones [14, 21] we may say that Eq. (4)
gives high precision of analytical results. For the presented results the maximum error is not greater than 3.5%. Programs
destined to analysis or simulation of queueing networks usually achieve accuracy of between ten or twenty per cent. For
instance, in [22] was presented a model of a similar multiprocessor system validated by system measurements. For this
model the maximum error of analytical results is equal to 9%.
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